Objective. To conduct a multivariate analysis of a large cohort of oral cavity squamous cell carcinoma (OCSCC) cases for independent predictors of local recurrence (LR) and overall survival (OS), with emphasis on the relationship between (1) prognosis and (2) main specimen permanent margins and intraoperative tumor bed frozen margins.
D
espite a fairly standardized practice in head and neck cancer surgery of wide excision with the goal of microscopically clear margins, it remains unknown how prognosis is affected by patient and tumor variables. Specifically, it is difficult to interpret the impact of surgical margins and advise patients regarding surveillance, adjuvant treatment, and prognosis. The objective of this study is to evaluate a large set of oral cavity squamous cell carcinoma (OCSCC) cases for independent predictors of local recurrence (LR) and overall survival (OS) based on multivariate analysis, with emphasis on the relationship between (1) prognosis and (2) main specimen permanent margins and intraoperative tumor bed frozen margins.
There is controversy in the head and neck oncology literature about what constitutes a ''positive'' margin. 1, 2 This extends into how to address main specimen permanent margins and intraoperative tumor bed frozen margins, how to interpret ''clearance'' of involved margins, and whether the main specimen permanent margin or the intraoperative frozen margins should be considered the ''true'' margin. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] The majority of head and neck surgeons perform wide local excision of OCSCC, followed by sampling of the tumor bed via frozen section for margin assessment; however, it is not evident how the derived data should be interpreted.
We published a large retrospective study with detailed examination of surgical margins and outcomes of LR and OS based on univariate analysis. 9 We paid particular attention to the main specimen permanent margins and intraoperative tumor bed frozen margins. In summary, this study showed that the main specimen permanent margin has the stronger prognostic association with LR and OS as compared with tumor bed frozen margins on univariate analysis. We also showed that there was no prognostic value in ''clearing'' involved intraoperative tumor bed margins. We furthermore evaluated the association of LR with the specific millimeter distance between invasive tumor and permanent specimen margins. 10 This study indicated that only a close margin (\1 mm) from invasive tumor was associated with an increased risk of LR, with a rate of 28%.
The current study evaluated independent predictors of prognosis based on multivariate analysis for surgically treated OCSCC. During the development of prognostic models for LR and OS, attention was placed on pathologic factors and surgical margin status in addition to clinical variables. Development of independent predictor models has the capacity to aid surgeons and oncologists not only in decision making regarding patient surveillance and expectations but also in recommending adjuvant treatments.
Methods

Study Population
Approval for the study and a waiver of informed consent were obtained from the Institutional Review Board of the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics. A retrospective review of 540 patients who underwent en bloc resection of OCSCC between 2005 and 2014 was performed. Clinicopathologic data were obtained from the institutional tumor registry, operative report, pathology report, and clinic notes. Patients were excluded if they had a tumor outside the oral cavity, if pathology demonstrated histology other than squamous cell carcinoma, if there was no reported margin evaluation from the main tumor specimen, or if intraoperative tumor bed frozen sampling was not performed. Additional exclusion criteria were operation without curative intent or for recurrent disease, no cancer in the resection specimen, or gross disease after surgery. Patients with multiple OCSCCs over time were included, provided that primary tumors occurred at disparate locations. A total of 426 patients remained in the data set.
Variables in the analysis included age, sex, oral cavity site, radiation, chemotherapy, reconstruction, mandibulectomy, neck dissection, prior radiation, T stage, any nodal involvement, extracapsular spread (ECS), perineural invasion (PNI), lymphovascular invasion (LVI), grade, bone invasion, initial tumor bed frozen margin, reresection performed, final intraoperative margin result, and specimen margin. LR was defined as return of cancer within 5 years at the same or a contiguous oral cavity subsite. Patients without LR who did not survive 6 months after surgery were not included in LR analysis. Patients who developed distant and regional recurrence without noted LR, which might have led to ignoring an LR, were also excluded, resulting in 358 patients in analysis of LR. Survival was measured from date of surgery to date of death or censor (last known follow-up), with 426 patients for OS analysis.
Surgical Resection and Pathologic Analysis
Surgical technique included wide local excision with attempted 3-dimensional 1-cm margins as able. The main resection specimen was reserved for permanent margin analysis, and intraoperative tumor bed frozen margins were assessed. Involved tumor bed frozen margins were addressed by reexcision, followed by evaluation of a second intraoperative margin, with attempts to obtain an uninvolved margin. Permanent margins on the main resection specimen were later reported by pathology. The results of this study are specifically applicable to a method of intraoperative margin sampling from the patient tumor bed and permanent margin sampling from the main specimen.
Definition of margin status includes positive, if invasive cancer was present at the inked edge; very close, if \1 mm from the edge; close, if 1 to 5 mm from the edge; and negative, if invasive cancer was .5 mm from the edge. Carcinoma in situ (CIS) or dysplasia at the margin was also noted.
Adjuvant Treatment
Standard institutional practice was to discuss all cases in a multidisciplinary tumor board, with decisions made regarding adjuvant treatment recommendations. Factors under consideration for adjuvant treatment included margin status, depth of invasion, PNI, node metastasis, bone invasion, tumor size, and ECS. Recommendations for adjuvant chemotherapy in addition to radiation therapy were based on either positive surgical margin status or ECS. Over the study period, the guidelines for recommending adjuvant treatment were consistent. Variance in practice on a case-by-case basis is possible and difficult to ascertain retrospectively, as well as patient choice of whether to pursue adjuvant treatment.
Statistical Analyses
A logistic regression model was used to predict LR and a Cox proportional hazards model to predict OS. Model fitting was performed with Akaike information criterion-based forward stepwise variable selection. A range of values was considered for the Akaike information criterion penalty term that weights the number of variables in the models. Higher penalty values produce models with fewer variables. Predictive model accuracy was assessed with the concordance index estimated with 10-fold cross-validation. The concordance index ranges from 0 to 1 and may be interpreted as the probability that patients with events have higher predicted event probabilities in the case of logistic regression and that patients who live longer have higher predicted survival rates in the case of Cox regression. Crossvalidation was implemented as follows: the data set was randomly split into 10 folds, keeping the ratio of events to nonevents constant; then, for each fold, a concordance index was computed on the basis of the observed outcomes and values predicted from a model fit to the remaining folds. Concordance indices were averaged over folds to produce a final estimate of predictive performance.
From the cross-validation results, it was determined that penalties of 4.75 and 5 should be used for the logistic model and survival model, respectively. These penalties resulted in concordance indices of 0.77 for the logistic model and 0.76 for the survival model. Final models were fit to the full data set via the stepwise selection algorithm and the optimal penalties. Where reported, P values are based on 2-sided statistical testing and assessed for significance at the 0.05 level. All statistical analyses were performed with R: A Language and Environment for Statistical Computing (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, https:// www.R-project.org).
Results
Patient Characteristics
Study population, tumor characteristics, and their associations with LR are described in Table 1 . For both LR (n = 358) and OS (n = 426), the study population included 58% male and 42% female patients, with a mean age of 61 years at diagnosis. The most common primary site of OCSCC was oral tongue (45%). Patients most commonly had T1 (45%), moderately differentiated SCC (63%), with no identified regional metastases (70%). Additionally, the majority of patients did not go on to receive adjuvant therapy (62%).
Multivariate Predictive Model for Local Recurrence
The pathologic factors significantly related to LR on univariate analysis were nodal involvement, ECS, higher tumor grade, PNI, LVI, and adjuvant chemotherapy treatment ( Table 1) .
A multivariate analysis was performed on the data set to identify independent predictors of LR. The final predictive model for LR contains the specimen margin variables, nodal involvement, and tumor grade ( Table 2) . Regarding the main specimen permanent margins, patients with CIS/very close (odds ratio [OR], 2.4; 95% CI, 1.2-4.9) or positive (OR, 6.2; 95% CI, 3.3-11.9) margins were more likely to have a recurrence than patients with negative or close margins or mild or moderate dysplasia. A positive specimen margin appeared to have the strongest relationship to recurrence. Patients with nodal involvement were significantly more likely to have LR than patients without nodal involvement (OR, 2.8; 95% CI, 1.5-5.1), and tumors with a grade of ''poor'' were more likely to have a recurrence than those with a grade of ''moderate'' (OR, 3.5; 95% CI, 1.8-6.9). The concordance index for this model was 0.77. Another model was fit: one forcing specimen margin, frozen margin, and final margin into the model, which resulted in a weaker concordance index of 0.76. Both frozen margin and final margin were insignificant in predicting recurrence. When included in the model, a positive intraoperative tumor bed frozen margin did not have a significant association with LR (OR, 1.52; 95% CI, 0.6-4.1), nor did a positive final operative margin status (OR, 2.95; 95% CI, 0.4-24.7). Figure 1 shows the independent predictor model for LR.
Multivariate Predictive Model for Overall Survival
Similar to evaluation of LR, a multivariate analysis was performed on the OCSCC data set to identify independent predictors of OS, including all clinicopathologic variables and with attention to margins. Multivariate analysis of the data set revealed the independent predictors of death to be increased age, any nodal involvement, ECS, and a positive specimen margin ( Table 3) . In this case, only patients with positive main specimen margins were at an increased risk of death, rather than patients with negative, close, or very close margins or those with mild or moderate dysplasia or CIS. The intraoperative tumor bed frozen margins, either taken alone or in combination with main specimen margin variables, were not a significant independent predictor of OS on multivariate analysis (Figure 2) .
The multivariate analysis performed for LR and OS highlights the prognostic importance of the main specimen permanent margin in predicting prognosis. Although intraoperative tumor bed frozen margins are routinely tested and emphasized for accomplishing tumor ''clearance,'' the intraoperative frozen sections in this multivariate analysis were unable to independently predict important prognostic outcomes. In addition, other factors were not independent predictors of outcome, such as T-stage, bone invasion, PNI, or LVI. Depth of invasion was not included in the modeling, as accurate assessment was missing for .30% of this cohort.
Internal validation of the prognostic models was performed via cross-validation, resulting in concordance indices of 0.77 for the LR model and 0.76 for the OS model. These models have not been validated in an external data set.
Adjuvant Treatment
In a retrospective cohort study, it is difficult to control for the effects of additional treatment, such as radiation and chemotherapy, which may be subject to selection bias and confound outcome analysis. The criteria for selecting patients for adjuvant treatment were fairly standardized and consistent. It is not surprising that a number of factors are related to adjuvant radiation treatment on univariate analysis, including age, sex, T-stage, N-stage, ECS, PNI, LVI, grade, bone invasion, and the specimen margin. Neither the initial intraoperative frozen margin nor the final operative margin status was associated with adjuvant radiation treatment. In the multivariate model of LR, forcing adjuvant treatment into the model build resulted in a concordance index of 0.75, which implies a less predictive model fit. In this model, neither adjuvant radiation (OR, 0.71; 95% CI, 0.32-1.48) nor adjuvant chemoradiation (OR, 1.14; 95% CI, 0.44-2.93) independently predicted LR, while the effect sizes of the specimen margin, nodal disease, and grade were relatively unchanged. In the OS multivariate model, neither adjuvant radiation (hazard ratio, 0.72; 95% CI, 0.42-1.21) nor chemoradiation (hazard ratio, 0.98; 95% CI, 0.56-1.74) was a significant predictor of survival.
Discussion
In this large retrospective study of surgically treated OCSCC, we focus on surgical margin assessment and demonstrate which variables serve as independent predictors of prognosis. We further emphasize the importance of main surgical specimen margins, node status, ECS, and histologic grade. This study pertains to a technique of resection, including wide local excision of OCSCC with intraoperative tumor bed frozen margin sampling and subsequent permanent margin evaluation on the main specimen. One limitation of this study is that it is retrospective. This study is also limited by our inability to evaluate the technique of assessing intraoperative frozen sections directly from the main specimen. Despite the number of studies examining univariate predictors of OSCSS outcomes, studies with multivariate modeling are limited. Gross et al looked at locoregional recurrence-free survival (LRFS) among patients with OCSCC. 11 They created a predictive nomogram for the likelihood of LFRS within 5 years from surgery. Independent predictors of LRFS included lymph node involvement (N1, .N1), T stage (T2, .T2), and close/positive margins. One major difference between that study and the current 63 (15) 39 (14) 14 (17) Abbreviations: CIS, carcinoma in situ; CRT, chemotherapy; ECS, extracapsular extension; LVI, lymphovascular invasion; PNI, perineural invasion; RT, radiation; UADT, upper aerodigestive tract. study is in the definition of margins: margins were defined as ''close'' if within 1 high-powered field of the resection margin and were grouped with ''positive'' margins. There is no detail provided regarding whether intraoperative frozen margins were sampled. Other important variables were not available, including ECS, PNI, and LVI. The method of variable selection for model inclusion in our current work was based on information criterion, with penalties imposed for overselection based on cross-validation, while in the Gross et al study, all variables were included. A final difference is that the patients in the prior study were treated between 1985 and 1996, which does not include the period when chemotherapy was routinely introduced in the adjuvant setting for positive margins. This current study spans the years 2005 to 2014, where chemotherapy was routinely recommended with radiation for positive margins.
Two additional prognostic models for OCSCC were published in 2013, the first of which 12 was an extension of the data set used by Gross et al 11 in 2008 to further examine the effect of adjuvant radiotherapy on LRFS. The authors used propensity score weighting to control for selection bias in adjuvant radiation, and they found that patients with positive margins and/or N2/N3 disease would be expected to gain the most LRFS benefit. In the second work, Montero et al used a data set of 1600 patients with OCSCC to develop a nomogram for prediction of OS, cancer-specific mortality probability, and LRFS 13 ; they found that the most influential predictors were clinical nodal involvement, tumor size, oral cavity subsite, and bone invasion. This model was developed with information only available prior to surgery, and it did not include margin status, PNI, LVI, ECS, grade, or pathologic node status. As reflected in a concordance index of 0.60 for predicting locoregional recurrence, the model does not discriminate the likelihood of recurrence based on preoperative clinical information alone.
A multivariate model for predicting recurrence and survival based on histologic assessment was reported in 2005, which included the pattern of invasion, lymphocytic response, and size of PNI.
14 Interestingly, that study did not find margin status correlating with outcomes, although important differences exist in the assessment and definition of margins in that study. The resection specimen margins were intraoperatively assessed by surgeon and pathologist, and additional margin clearance from the tumor bed was obtained for close margins. In a follow-up validation study in a new multi-institutional patient cohort, on multivariate regression, the authors found that a positive surgical margin was a stronger predictor of survival than the histologic risk score. 15 The primary strength of the current study is the emphasis on and clear definition of surgical margins in determining independent prognostic predictors of OCSCC. This analysis revealed that an independent predictor of LR and OS on multivariate analysis was a positive specimen margin, while neither a positive intraoperative tumor bed frozen margin nor a positive final intraoperative margin served as an independent predictor of LR or OS. The group from the University of Pittsburgh compared patients treated by glossectomy for tongue squamous cell carcinoma with intraoperative margin assessment from the tumor bed or the glossectomy specimen. 8, 16 In the first study, it found that the glossectomy specimen margin status predicted LR, while tumor bed sampling and final operative margin status did not. 16 In that study, only early T-stage tongue cancers without pathologic node metastases were included, while our study reports a similar finding of the importance of the specimen margins in the setting of other high-risk pathologic findings, such as node metastases and ECS. In a second study, the group reported a similar finding. 8 In addition to emphasizing the prognostic importance of the glossectomy specimen margin, these 2 studies answer an important question: even with intraoperative recognition of a positive margin on the glossectomy specimen, revision of margins with additional resection from the tumor bed is still associated with worse local control.
An important caveat is that, based on this study alone, it would be a mistake to definitively conclude that tumor bed margin sampling does not have some utility. Although we demonstrated that the main specimen margins correlate more strongly with outcomes than tumor bed margins, we included only patients who underwent this type of margin assessment, and we cannot rule out that some benefit was achieved for certain patients. Therefore, the message of this study emphasizes the importance of considering the main specimen permanent margins for patient prognosis, as opposed to basing decisions on the status of the tumor bed margins and the belief of intraoperative tumor bed ''clearance.'' This information should also motivate surgeons to attain negative margins with the initial resection and not rely on further sampling and clearance.
Future prospective studies would be valuable to evaluate margin status and risk stratification among patients with OCSCC. The strength of our study is a very clear and detailed definition of surgical technique and margin sampling, which helps to make it applicable to the common cases where intraoperative tumor bed frozen margins are assessed and followed by main specimen margin assessment on permanent pathology. Our data emphasize the prognostic importance of the main specimen margin over tumor bed margins; it is easy to believe that clinical scenarios exist where patients are falsely expected to have a good prognosis based on the belief that intraoperative tumor bed margins are uninvolved, therefore leading to undertreatment from an adjuvant therapy standpoint. The predictive models that we report may provide clinicians and researchers with guidance in tailoring practice and organizing future trials to better understand how to treat patients with OCSCC.
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